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Managing Flood Risk in the Heartland:
Our #ASFPM2017 Recap
Blizzards, tornadoes and flooding were just some of the challenges people faced getting to our 41st national conference in Kansas City. Unfortunately, Missouri and Kansas floods were a bit more serious than the flooded,
downtown underpass we experienced in Atlanta. Many attendees were unable to make it to the Kansas City Conference Center, and others had to leave early to attend to emergencies in their communities. Your ASFPM flood
family is pulling for your swift recovery and resilient future!
Once again, ASFPM’s Executive Director Chad Berginnis was unable to attend the conference due to the impending arrival of his second baby (which did eventually happen, but more on that later). However, Steve Samuelson,
ASFPM’s Region 7 Director, didn’t want Chad to miss out on all the conference fun. So he created a little cut out,
lovingly referred to as “Flat Chad.” And for a small donation that went into the ASFPM Foundation coffers, folks
could have their picture taken with Flat Chad. Below is a little sampling of all the fun Flat Chad had, and bonus,
$121 was raised for the foundation.
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Tailgate-themed Welcome Fest
was a smashing success!

Monday, policy day. ASFPM’s Washington
Liaison Merrie Inderfurth stresses that this
year is one of the most critical for floodplain management policy and the need for
all to get involved!
World War II Museum Tour and Union Station in KC

FEMAs 1st annual Cooperating Technical Partners Recognition
Program Award winner, announced May 1 at the Mapping and
Engineering Standards Committee meeting, is the San Antonio River Authority. SARA was selected for its holistic watershed master planning and floodplain management best
practices. For over 60 years, SARA has preserved, protected
and managed the resources and ecology of the San Antonio
River and its tributaries, and has been responsible for flood
control and floodplain management. While SARA's jurisdiction covers 3,658 square miles and four counties, its concern
for the quality and quantity of the river basin extends beyond
political boundaries and actively works with community leaders to address regional water issues and concerns. Since becoming a CTP in 2003 (and a Letter of Map Revision (LOMR)
Review Partner in 2012), SARA has developed a great relationship with both FEMA Region
VI and Headquarters. SARA's watershed mater plans encompass four main themes: flood
risk reduction, water quality improvement, nature-based parks planning and stream restoration. Jose Fernandez (pictured), a senior engineering tech with SARA and a certification board regent, accepted the award. Congrats!
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Kansas City was in general, just an
awesome time! We could go on and on
about BBQ, baseball and interesting
weather patterns.
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Opening Plenary May 2 Focused on “Managing Flood
Risk in the Heartland”
Kansas City Mayor Sly James opened
with really appropriate words for this
flood crowd—saying thanks for the
important work we do, especially in a
changing climate with increased and
more intense storms. The Gerald
Spaits Trio kicked off the official
opening of #ASFPM2017

Lee Kellenberger, water resources manager for Johnson County Deptpartment
of Public Works and Infrastructure at
Overland Park, Kansas, walked us
through the “Evolution of Innovative
Stormwater Management.” He said, “Diversifying our approach was the best way
to operate our stormwater program. And
we can always do better.” Kellenberger
urged all in attendance to go home, look
at the stormwater systems, strategies
and structures to see if there is a “better
way” to address stormwater issues in our
own communities.

L-R: ASFPM Chair Ceil Strauss, who moderated the opening plenary,
K.C. Mayor Sly James, Lee Kellenberger, Randy Behm and Paul Osman.

Randy Behm with the US Army Corps of Engineers and National Nonstructural FloodProofing Committee, actually
talked about the NFL, and in his presentation, that stood for “National Flood League.” He wove the NFL analogy
throughout his presentation and said we should be bringing out the “bench warmers” that we don’t use very often, the nonstructural mitigation players such as acquisition, wet and dry flood proofing, relocation, elevation and
basement removal. He also asked why we aren’t considering a repetitive loss program when it comes to infrastructure.
Paul Osman, floodplain programs manager for the Illinois DNR, presented “Midwest Mitigation Practices in the
Face of Great Floods.” The always humorous and colorful speaker also coined a new motto for his home state—
Illinois sucks at everything, except floodplain management! Osman touted the fact that 100% of Illinois communities have higher standards! Strong locals=wimpy floods! 92% of flood damage in Illinois is outside of the floodplain! Osman has five tips for a strong floodplain management program:






#1 Don’t Waste Time On The Fluff. Get it done and move on to the real work.
#2 Abuse Your State Coordinator. Make them get muddy!
#3 Avoid Natural Selection. Use common sense.
#4 Chimplify. Make the process so simple, even a chimpanzee could understand.
#5 Local Efforts Work! Make friends and help them achieve mighty feats!
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Implementing Climate Change on the Ground
David Reidmiller (pictured right), director of the National Climate Assessment
within the U.S. Global Change Research Program in D.C., spoke during the Tuesday Keynote Luncheon. The NCA is conducted under the auspices of the Global
Change Research Act of 1990. The GCRA requires a report to the president and
Congress every four years that:
 Informs the nation about observed changes, the current status of the climate, and anticipated trends for the future;
 Integrates scientific information from multiple sources and sectors to
highlight key findings and significant gaps in knowledge;
 Establishes consistent methods for evaluating climate impacts in the
United States in the context of broader global change; and
 Is used by the U.S. government, citizens, communities and businesses as
they create more sustainable and environmentally sound plans for the
future.
A team of more than 300 experts guided by a 60-member Federal Advisory Committee produced the most recent report in 2014, which was extensively reviewed by the public and experts, including federal agencies and a panel of the
National Academy of Sciences. The next report is currently being developed.

Brush Creek Deluge of 1977 Technical Field Tour
The Brush Creek tour showed bi-state efforts within the watershed to
mitigate flood risk and restore/mitigation stream change/erosion
within an urbanized footprint. This bus tour began with the Country
Club Plaza, working its way west to the Rock Creek Tributary, then
along Brush Creek to the Town Fork Creek Tributary. The group (pictured left) visited the confluence of the Brush Creek and the Blue River
showing the interdependency of mitigation efforts. Thank you Sally
Cook for sharing this photo!
Wednesday is always Chapter Day, which generally means getting up super early
to compete in the Annual Running of the Chapters, a 5K run/walk. View the race results.
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Second Plenary Spotlighted “Innovative Mapping and Data” Tools
David Guignet, Maryland NFIP coordinator and chief of the
Regulatory Services Division for DoE, highlighted all of the
steps taken, technologies used and explained how they filling
in the blanks (read “under bridges” where Lidar can’t reach)
to come up with www.mdfloodmaps.com.
Dave Canaan, water and land resources director with Charlotte-Mecklenburg Stormwater Services in North Carolina,
said they knew they could not keep doing the same thing
over and over if they wanted a different outcome. Getting
people out of the floodplain seemed like the most logical solution to their flooding problem. In 1998, they made the very
difficult decision to lay off 75 percent of their staff to free up L-R: David Guignet, Dave Canaan, Todd Davison
seed money for buyouts. Since then, 433 buildings have been and Nicholas Shufro. Not pictured, moderator
demolished (reclaiming 155 acres of open space) with $65
Larry Larson with ASFPM.
million in state, federal and local funds. Canaan estimates that $12 million in losses have been avoided to date.
Todd Davison, program director with NOAA’s Office for Coastal Management, discussed the Digital Coast, what
he described as a “data geek’s dream.” The Digital Coast website takes a holistic approach to data that many different types of users can utilize. Here’s a snapshot of what the Digital Coast offers:
 70+ terabytes of high-resolution elevation and land cover data, and ortho-imagery. Linkages to 40+ national level coastal data sets
 Tools—An inventory of 60+ tools – many provide visualization and analysis capabilities without need for
GIS software
 Training—140 learning resources, including several instructor-led and self-paced web based courses
 Stories from the Field—100+ narratives that demonstrate the application of geospatial information to
coastal issues
Nicholas Shufro, assistant administrator for FEMA’s Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration, runs marathons and compared the nation’s mapping program to a marathon. In order to make any progress in the 26.2-mile
race, runners need to stay focused on the finish line. “We are midway through a marathon in understanding and
managing risk,” he said. “We generally agree with the Technical Mapping Advisory Council’s recommendations.
Some of those recommendations will get done quickly and some slowly. And some won’t get across the finish line.
But we need to stay focused on that finish line.”

MOST OF THE POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS FROM OUR CONFERENCE
PLENARY AND CONCURRENT SESSION PRESENTATIONS ARE AVAILABLE HERE.
SOON VIDEOS FROM THE PLENARIES, KEYNOTE LUNCHEON AND AWARDS
LUNCEON WILL BE AVAILABLE AS WELL. WE WILL MAKE THE ANNOUNCEMENT
ON OUR SOCIAL MEDIA SITES.
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Last year was the first time we
offered a State and Federal
Roundtable Discussion, and it
was so successful, we did it
again. Federal officials from
several agencies, as well as regional staff, were on hand to
have an open and frank dialogue on partnership opportunities, programmatic issues,
and how states and federal
agencies can work together to
reduce the nation’s flood risk.
State floodplain managers and state hazard mitigation officers were invited to attend the event. From L-R: ASFPM
Chair Ceil Strauss, Ellen Berggren (USACE – Silver Jackets), Rhonda Montgomery (FEMA), Marie Peppler (USGS),
Doug Bellomo (USACE), Lori Cary-Kothera (NOAA), Rachel Sears (FEMA), Victor Hom (NOAA), Karen Helbrecht
(FEMA) and Liesel Ritchie (Natural Hazards Center).
The FEMA Town Hall is always a well attended event, and this year was no different.
The executive leadership of FEMA’s Federal
Insurance and Mitigation Administration
hosted an interactive forum. It’s hoped by all
involved that this gathering with ASFPM conference attendees might collectively build a
path to increase flood insurance coverage
and mitigation investments in the long term.
From L-R: Ronda Montgomery, Paul Huang,
Angela Gladwell, Eric Levin, Roy Wright.

And if you’re wondering why
Allison Hardin was crying at
our Awards Luncheon Thursday, you’re just going to have
to wait until next month’s
newsletter. That is when we
feature all of our rock star
award winners, and reveal the
winners of the ASFPM Foundation’s Student Paper Competition. It will be worth the wait!
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Third Plenary Focused on Nonstructural Mitigation Success Stories from the Front Lines

L-R: Tony Mercantante, Brian Varrella and David Sturch.

David Sturch, a planner for the city of Cedar Falls, Iowa
discussed the multiple flood events in his community.
The most recent, the flood of 2008, warranted major
changes, especially to ordinances. Some of the major
changes included:

Lowest floor
500-year-flood elevation +1 foot

Limit fill activity in SFHA
3 foot maximum fill height
1/3 of the lot area
No LOMRs

Limit platting of lot in SFHA

The city updated its maps, bought out 336 flood-prone properties, replaced alleyways with permeable pavers,
strengthened subdivision ordinance requirements and in 2014, entered the Community Rating System. Sturch admitted he was skeptical of the CRS at first, “because let’s face it, it is a lot of extra work.” But in the end, the city is
now a class 5 and flood insurance policyholders enjoy a 25 percent discount.
Up next was Tony Mercantante, township administrator for Middletown, New Jersey. His presentation,
“Packaging Programs to Mitigate Effectively,” pointed out some of the challenges he faced after Hurricane Sandy,
not only as a city official, but also as a homeowner with a destroyed house. There are many programs out there to
help mitigate structures after a flood disaster. The Increased Cost of Compliance coverage can provide up to
$30,000, which doesn’t make much of a dent in the average cost of elevating a home in New Jersey: $110,000. But
it does help. Mercantante touted the Federal Housing Administration’s 203K program, which is basically a low interest loan program to make repairs and/or lift a home. Some of the pitfalls with the 203K programs are the
mountains of paperwork, and sometimes its rules conflict with other program rules. Mercantante also pointed out
some of the unforeseen consequences of elevating homes (at least in one of Middletown’s neighborhoods). With
the homes elevated so high, the stairways made it quite difficult for paramedics to navigate if they had a patient
on a stretcher. And since the homes were much higher in the air, firefighters realized that the fire trucks they had
were inadequate to fight fires, so they had to buy ladder trucks. When firefighters responded to fires, they then
realized the streets weren’t wide enough to accommodate the now much larger vehicles. Recovery from disasters
requires incredible patience and determination.
The third and final presenter was supposed to be Stan Polivick, public works director for Cape Girardeau, Missouri. But due to the flooding situation around the state, he was unable to make it. Brian Varrella, an engineer
with the Colorado Department of Transportation and ASFPM’s recently elected vice chair, filled in by discussing
the “Colorado Framework for Hazard Mitigation.” Much like the situation in Cedar Falls, Iowa, Colorado suffered
from multiple flood disasters, the most recent in 2013 when 10 people died, 1,800 homes were destroyed and 24
impacted counties suffered nearly $4 billion in damage. It was time to start doing things differently. In June 2015,
Gov. John Hickenlooper announced the adoption of the Colorado Resiliency Framework, a plan that represents
Colorado’s long-term investment and commitment to a more resilient future following the natural disasters that
have impacted the state. The Framework was created through the engagement of thousands of Coloradans, identification and analysis of risks and vulnerabilities from hazards and changing conditions, and the identification of
action items for state implementation. It also represents a “call to action” for those with a stake in resiliency to
participate in making it an ongoing priority and reality.
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Parting is such sweet sorrow…
Thursday evening was our last networking opportunity, and is always a great gathering. This year we met at Kansas City’s No Other Pub, which took gaming and sports concepts to an entire new level!
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#ASFPM2017 by the Numbers
Official number of attendees: 1,026 registrants plus their guests, bringing our total participation to 1,061.
Number of people who attended from outside of the U.S.: seven international representatives from Australia,
Canada, Germany and the United Kingdom.
60 exhibitors!
Number of coffee and water gallons consumed at the conference center: 268 gallons of regular coffee, 117 gallons
of decaf and 225 gallons of water! Sorry, don’t have the numbers of beer gallons drank.
We had 206 concurrent presentations, 3 plenaries, 21 workshops and 5 tours and two surprise awards.
Twitter remains our go to social media tool for our national conferences.

ASFPM’s tweet to the left received the most “likes” with 22 likes, 1 retweet and 2 replies.

Here are some other
popular tweets from
the Kansas City
conference.

Above: We love the grin on Del
Schwalls’ face when he realizes
Florida Floodplain Managers
Association is named ASFPM’s
2017 Outstand Chapter.

Looking forward to seeing you all again at #ASFPM2018!!!
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Western Kentucky University Study Away January 2017
Each January since 2007, Dr. Warren Campbell, a WKU engineering professor and ASFPM’s CFM Exam
Workgroup Chair, has taken groups of students on “study away” trips, alternating between visits to the
desert southwest to study arid lands flooding, and to hurricane country ranging from the Texas Gulf coast
to the Florida Keys. This January he and 19 students traveled to Las Vegas, Glen Canyon Dam, Antelope
Canyon, Grand Canyon and Hoover Dam. Campbell believes the worst place to teach floodplain management is in the classroom. He can talk about flood control projects all day, but standing in a 2,000-acre,
foot detention pond in Las Vegas is more impressive. 2,000-acre feet is 2,000 football fields 1-foot deep,
or one football field 2,000-feet deep. Las Vegas is one of the driest cities in the world, and the pond only
gets wet a few times a year, but when it does rain, Vegas needs it.
At Glen Canyon Dam, students heard that during a flood in the early 1980s, the overflow spillway was destroyed by cavitation. They also learned how the problem was solved there and at Hoover Dam.
Antelope Canyon is a beautiful but deadly canyon on the Navajo reservation near Page, Arizona. During
floods, the canyon fills completely with water. In the 1990s, nine people were killed during a flash flood.
Thunderstorms upstream of the canyon caused the flooding, but no rain fell in the canyon.

WKU students in Antelope Canyon
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From Antelope Canyon, the students traveled to the Grand Canyon. “It was January and we had to drive
on snow-covered roads to get there. It was also cold. The South Rim is at 7,200 feet above sea level,”
Campbell said. “I was determined to hike the South Kaibab Trail like I did 40 years earlier. When we got to
the Park Headquarters, the rangers were strongly advising everyone wear cleats and carry two hiking
poles.” They didn’t have the right size in the park and Campbell and the students had to travel an hour
from the park to find a sporting goods store that had what they needed. “I did my best to scare all of the
students away from going rim to river with us. Despite my best efforts, three students and our staff engineer decided to go. It is a little more than a 12-mile round trip with an elevation loss and gain of 4800
feet. We started a little after 8 a.m. and it was early evening before all of us got out. The trail was very
much like I remembered, but the mules had gotten much faster in the 40 years since I had done the hike.”

WKU conquers the canyon (Campbell’s backpack in the foreground).
From the Grand Canyon, they went to Boulder City and stayed at the historic Boulder Dam Hotel, which
was built for executives of six companies who constructed Hoover Dam. Many celebrities have stayed
there, including Shirley Temple, Boris Karloff and Will Rogers, “You know, all of those celebrities that my
students have never heard of,” Campbell joked.
Hoover Dam was the dessert of the trip. The dam provided badly needed flood control on the river, water
supply and power for Las Vegas and southern California, recreational opportunities, and jobs during the
Great Depression. Students learned about the construction innovations used to finish Hoover Dam ahead
of time and under budget. Campbell said, “It really is an engineering marvel, but almost 200 people died
to build it. The story of Hoover Dam is a story of determination, innovation and a careless disregard for
The Insider May 2017
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human life. It offers a case study that shows serious violations of any code of ethics. But it was an amazing
accomplishment. Hoover Dam supplied power to run the munitions and airplane factories in southern California during World War II. A lone bunker for an anti-aircraft gun emplacement can still be seen at the
dam today. The history of the Southwest would be very different if Hoover Dam had never been constructed. And it was a great experience for the students that could not have been accomplished in the
classroom!”

Why We Need to Stop Using the Term 100-Year Flood
Don’t know if you’re signed up for Nadeau Land Surveys’ Flood Zone newsletter, put out by Jim Nadeau. It’s a nationally-distributed resource for those interested in flood zone issues, land surveying, real estate, history and
educational opportunities. Every month it’s filled with great insights and tips.
This month the lead story revolved around why we need to stop using the term
100-year flood. Aside from the obvious, it’s confusing and misleading. “Various
agencies and consultants are working to eliminate the use of this term since it
does not mean a flood of that magnitude occurs every 100 years, as it is often incorrectly assumed. As discussed
in last month’s newsletter, a huge problem with flood protection is driven by personal biases created to serve and
protect us, but in reality, this does much more harm than good. They impede our ability to understand proper
flood risk and mitigation strategies.” This online newsletter also usually includes a relevant cartoon (see above).
You can get signed up by clicking the “subscribe” button at the bottom of the newsletter.

Floodplain Management Training Calendar
For a full nationwide listing of floodplain management-related training opportunities, visit ASFPM Online Event
Calendar. Looking for training opportunities to earn CECs for your CFM? Check out our event calendar with LOTS
of training opportunities listed for 2017! Search the calendar by state using the directions below, or use the category drop down menu to search by event category. Go to the calendar and click on the search feature icon at the
top of the calendar. Type your state’s initials in parenthesis (for example (WI)) into the search field and it will pull
all the events that are currently listed on the calendar for your state. The only events without a state listed in the
event title are EMI courses, which are listed with their FEMA course number and are all held in Emmitsburg, MD.

Job Corner
 The Clinton River Watershed Council in Rochester Hills, Michigan is hiring an
executive director.
 A level III engineer is needed in Snohomish County, Washington.
 MSA Professional Services in Madison, Wisconsin is hiring a municipal project
engineer.
Check out these career opportunities and more on ASFPM’s job board. Visit our job
postings here, and if you’re an employer and want to post an opening, it’s FREE!
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ASFPM Testifies at Congressional Hearing on NFIP Reauthorization
ASFPM’s Senior Policy Advisor Larry Larson jetted off to DC
May 4 from our national conference in Kansas City to testify
before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. Larson said he made it one minute before the
10 a.m. hearing titled, “Reauthorization of the National
Flood Insurance Program, Part II.”
Larson testified along with Steve Ellis, vice president of Taxpayers for Common Sense, on behalf of the SmarterSafer
Coalition; and Michael Hecht, president and CEO of Greater New Orleans, Inc., on behalf of the Coalition for Sustainable Flood Insurance.
Larson was pleased that senators showed strong bipartisan support for flood mapping and flood mitigation in
their hearing statements and questions. In response to a question from Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), all witnesses agreed private flood should pay the policy fee to support mapping, floodplain management and mitigation.
You can read the written testimony of the panelist and watch the video (hearing doesn’t start until the 17 minute
mark) here. And one added note, Larson returned to the conference that same day in time to participate in the
Thursday evening network event (which shows that a 1,000-mile daily commute is possible, but NOT ideal).

Announcements from the Wharton Risk
Management Center
Wharton Risk Management Center announced Dr. Carolyn Kousky is joining the risk center as the director of policy research and engagement. Previously a fellow with Resources for the Future in Washington DC, Kousky is an
expert on issues relating to natural disaster insurance markets, functioning of the National Flood Insurance Program, incentive effects of disaster aid, and policy responses to potential changes in extreme events with climate
change. She will oversee policy-related research and develop a new policy engagement strategy for the center. A
focus of her work will be launching the Resilience Lab: A Policy Incubator, which will draw on lessons from business incubators to help move innovative and visionary ideas to implementable policy through rigorous analysis,
stress-testing and convening. The lab will be a thought leader, bringing together diverse partners and sectors to
help improve resilience for households and communities against worsening extreme events. You can reach Kousky
at ckousky@wharton.upenn.edu.
The next piece of good news is that Dr. Jeffrey Czajkowski has been promoted to managing director. During his
tenure with the risk center since 2011, he has served in the roles of director of sponsored research and senior fellow for the Willis Research Network, conducting research on economic and risk-related issues of natural hazards.
In his new role, Czajkowski will oversee grant-supported sponsored research and corporate sponsorships, as well
as ensuring that ongoing and proposed research efforts align with the risk center’s strategic direction. And of
course, he will continue to conduct high quality research on various economic and risk-related issues of natural
hazards, as well as environmental economics. He can be reached at jczaj@wharton.upenn.edu.
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Flood Insurance Committee Corner
Flood Insurance Committee Post-conference Update
Those of you who trekked (or flew or drove) to the annual ASFPM conference in Kansas City
will probably agree…it was another good one! New ideas were shared and updates were
provided at the same time new friendships were started and existing ones strengthened.
And the Flood Insurance Committee was busy.
For those who couldn’t make it, the committee had its annual meeting on Monday, May 1. We had a great turn
out and it was great to see so many familiar faces, and we thought we’d provide some highlights of what you
missed—and you missed a LOT!
Since the National Flood Conference was occurring at the same time, Co-chair Bruce Bender was not able to attend the first few days of ASFPM’s conference. So Co-chair Steve Samuelson led the meeting and started with a
quick review of the committee’s work plan, which is available on the committee’s webpage. Then we had the following presenters:












French Wetmore discussed a new mitigation savings brochure being created about the cost benefit of
elevation. The handout gives some examples of different foundation construction types and shows how
much a foot of extra elevation would cost and its benefits for flood insurance. Drafts were made available
at the meeting and French invited input.
Jhun de la Cruz (FIMA Underwriting Branch Chief) gave a presentation about recent and upcoming
changes in the NFIP, as well as how the policy count in general continues to drop (e.g., 29% down in CA).
Some interesting points included that as of April 1, 2017, the average premium is $707; the average increase in premium for a non-subsidized policy was just 6.3%, and 80% of policies are full-risk rated. Good
news included that the HFIAA surcharge will be able to be refunded starting Oct. 1.
Tim Trautman and Jennifer Gerbasi explained what is going on with Increased Cost of Compliance and
the HUD 203K loan program. Jennifer had participated in an ICC Sprint while Tim has been working with
ASFPM and HUD. Both are programs that might be used to retrofit a substantially damaged building. The
next step will be for more outreach about HUD 203K being used for mitigation projects by homeowners.
Rhonda Montgomery gave a presentation from the Office of the Flood Insurance Advocate. Six key issues have been identified as causing customer frustration:
1. Erroneous Severe Repetitive Loss property designations;
2. Gaps in flood insurance agent education;
3. Need for consistency across regions in public mapping outreach;
4. Difficulties accessing ICC coverage;
5. Difficulties with multiple and conflicting zone determinations; and
6. Inability to obtain a refund of the Homeowners Flood Insurance Affordability Act of 2014 surcharge when canceling a policy.
Molly O’Toole gave a Community Rating System update. They are considering ways to make mitigating
urban flooding a CRS creditable activity. She highlighted some new CRS fact sheets in the works. One example is a fact sheet on what to do after a disaster. They are looking for real life case examples of CRS
success stories. Visit the CRS Resources website to find those.
Under new business there was discussion of how to pay for an Elevation Certificate, more outreach about
the Preferred Risk Policy (PRP) being needed, and how the elevation of utilities can lower flood insurance
premiums. There was a brief discussion of agriculture structures in the floodplain (followed by an entire
Early Bird Session with FEMA on Wednesday devoted to that topic). Bill Nechamen and Ceil Strauss, past
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ASFPM chairs, made a presentation about model-backed Zone A areas and how they are rated for insurance purposes. This is something the committee will continue to look into.
A highlight of the meeting was the presentation of a special award to
Jhun de la Cruz who will be retiring at the end of the year. Jhun has
been a good friend to the Flood Insurance Committee by attending and
presenting at our meetings and being very responsive to the many
tough questions we receive. The committee and ASFPM are very grateful to Jhun for all of his help.

Humbly yours,
Insurance Committee Co-chairs Bruce Bender and Steve Samuelson
—Your Insurance Committee Co-chairs
This column is produced by the ASFPM Flood Insurance Committee. Send questions about flood insurance issues to
InsuranceCorner@floods.org and they will be addressed in future “Insider” issues

Happy 10th Birthday to NOAA’s Digital Coast
The Digital Coast is turning 10 this year. ASFPM’s relationship with this initiative has
allowed us to champion for the resources most requested by our members, like the
Sea Level Rise Viewer, Coastal Flood Exposure Mapper, Coastal County Snapshots,
Coastal Inundation Training and LIDAR and CCAP data.
Membership in the Digital Coast Partnership has other rewards, too. We have used the Digital Coast partnership
as an opportunity to forge new working relationships and uncover similar goals and opportunities to work
together with new partners. These efforts have heightened the impact of our work and allowed us to share
responsibilities and tasks along the way.
Working with the Digital Coast extends the reach and utility of our products, such as the Great Lakes Coastal
Resilience Planning Guide. The partnership has also led to collaborative projects and funding opportunities that
weren’t available to us prior to this partnership. For example, ASFPM worked with the CSO on a Regional Coastal
Resilience Grant that developed a Community Rating System Green Guide.
If you haven’t used the Digital Coast yet, please do. If you are a current user, let us know if you have any feedback
about this information resource. You can either use this form or contact your Digital Coast representatives Chad
Berginnis at cberginnis@floods.org or Jeff Stone at jeff@floods.org.

Grant Opps…
Just a reminder to bookmark the Florida Climate Institute’s website for a
comprehensive list of funding opportunities. It’s a fabulous resource.
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ASFPM & CSO Release Interactive CRS “Green Guide” – Highlighting How Communities
Can Earn Credit and Enhance Beneficial Floodplain Functions
Ask your average floodplain manager about the Community Rating System, and they will typically tell you that
earning credit does two things. One, it makes your community more resilient to flooding, and two, it earns discounts for flood insurance policyholders. But the benefits of participating in this federal incentive program go far
beyond reducing flood risk and losses. By participating in the CRS, communities can also protect and enhance the
natural and beneficial functions of floodplains. Namely, maintaining habitat for fish and wildlife, enhancing water
quality, increasing biodiversity and improving opportunities for recreation within communities.
To highlight these benefits, ASFPM’s Flood Science Center and Coastal States Organization, two of nine Digital
Coast partners, teamed up to create an interactive, online CRS Green Guide. The guide was designed to go beyond
what can be found in the 2017 CRS Coordinator’s Manual. It empowers communities already in the CRS to enhance their credits in 25 elements. It also encourages communities not in the program to join by showing examples of what other communities did to earn credit. To create the Guide, ASFPM and CSO staff reviewed the CRS
Coordinator’s Manual, identified elements within it that enhance or protect natural and beneficial functions of
floodplains, reviewed top-scoring communities, and conducted interviews with these communities and CRS experts from across the nation to gain their insights.

Sampling of Success Stories Featured in the CRS Green Guide
The guide provides background information on the CRS program, including how to join, what communities can do
to earn credit, best practices for success in the CRS, and an overview of the natural and beneficial functions of
floodplains. It also includes brief “element profiles” on 25 green elements of the CRS. Each profile summarizes actions that are credited, the co-benefits they provide to communities, how difficult it would be for a community to
implement and tips for success. In addition, the Green Guide features 16 element-specific community success stories. These stories were created by interviews with communities that are the best of the best in these green CRS
elements. They also show how communities achieved success, challenges they encountered along the way, benefits afforded to communities as a result of their CRS participation, and helpful tools and resources that were created or used.
Bradley Watson, CSO’s deputy director, said he saw many benefits to creating the CRS Green Guide.
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“Participating in the FEMA CRS program provides the co-benefits of decreasing risk to flooding while also
lowering flood insurance premiums,” he said. “With this co-benefit approach in mind, the Green Guide is
intended to help communities harness the multiple benefits of the CRS program by attaining credit for
those elements that take advantage of the natural and beneficial functions of floodplains. We hope that
this tool will prove useful in helping communities more easily take advantage of positive impacts of the
CRS program.”
Individuals who visit the guide can expect to learn from large, urban communities like Louisville-Jefferson County,
KY as well as small towns like Bristol, RI about topics such as stormwater management, open space preservation,
higher regulatory standards, floodplain management and land use planning and more. As a result, all communities
should learn something from the CRS Green Guide that they could possibly use in their own communities! The
creation of this tool is only the beginning. In the coming months ASFPM and CSO will also be hosting a series of
workshops and webinars for communities interested in enhancing their scores in the green elements of the CRS.
If you have a success story you’d like to see included, contact ASFPM Project Research Specialist Bridget Faust at
bridget@floods.org.
Funding for this project is provided by the Department of the Interior through a grant from the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation’s Hurricane Sandy
Coastal Resiliency Competitive Grant Program. The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing the opinions or policies of the U.S. government or the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and its funding sources. Mention of
trade names or commercial products does not constitute their endorsement by the U.S. government, or the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation or its
funding sources.

Third Larry Larson Speakers Event to be Held in July
The ASFPM Foundation presents its third “Larry A. Larson Speaker Series” July 9, 2017 in Broomfield, Colorado. The featured speaker is Dr. Dennis Mileti,
professor emeritus of sociology at University of Colorado Boulder and director emeritus of the Natural Hazards Center. Mileti and his panel will present,
“Floodplain Management and Community Resilience in
a World with Changing Contextual Factors.” This year’s
speaker series is being held in conjunction with the
42nd Annual Natural Hazards Research and Applications Workshop, which takes place July 9-12. If you
have any questions about how to participate in or attend the Larry Larson Speaker Series event, please contact Diane Brown at diane@floods.org.
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Register for the 7th National Mitigation & Floodproofing Workshop
Aug. 14-17, 2017
Renaissance Woodbridge Hotel, South Iselin, New Jersey
Early Bird Registration Opens June 1
Flooding is the nation's No. 1 hazard. Add to that critical infrastructure and development that is either at moderate or high risk of flooding and it’s easy to understand why flood recovery costs to our society keep increasing.
How do we mitigate against this flood risk? How do we make sure existing and new development becomes more
resilient to flood hazards?
The National Flood Mitigation and Nonstructural Flood Proofing Workshop focuses on these questions. During the
workshop you will learn tools, techniques and best practices the nation’s leading floodplain managers, engineers,
architects, designers, emergency managers, property managers, owners and others can use to reduce flood risk.
The workshop begins Monday afternoon with half day technical workshops followed by an evening reception.
Tuesday and Thursday feature plenary sessions, mini-workshops and break-out concurrent sessions offering detailed presentations on engineered mitigation and flood-proofing projects, policy, grant funding, natural and beneficial uses including stream restoration, mitigation planning and outreach. In keeping with tradition, all attendees
are invited to participate in our Wednesday technical tours to see these techniques being applied in the field. Exhibitors will showcase their state-of-the-art materials, services, equipment, accessories and techniques early in
the week at ASFPM’s first ever “Cracker Barrel” Tuesday evening. Plenty of time is planned for attendees to exchange ideas and view the exhibits, so opportunities to network will be ample.
Mark Your Calendars for our Upcoming National Conferences.
Phoenix, Arizona, June 17—22, 2018
Cleveland, Ohio, May 19—24, 2019
Fort Worth Texas, June 7—12, 2020

Twitter Drawings and the Age Old Question: Should We Mention “Climate Change?”
Written by Alan Lulloff, Chief Scientist for ASFPM’s Flood Science Center
David Hart with Wisconsin Sea Grant Institute and I gave a presentation May
17 on coastal hazards to a group of faculty and students with the University of
Wisconsin Nelson Institute. They asked how we felt about “climate change”
being scrubbed from federal and state agency web pages. My response was
that ASFPM has been focusing on the need for incorporating future conditions
for managing land use for quite some time. Historically our focus has been “future conditions” due to increased development in the watershed. More recently also future conditions due to accelerated sea level rise and increased
rainfall intensity. An example I gave was when publishing a report last year –
the original title was “Managing Coastal Hazard Risks in Wisconsin’s Changing
Climate.” A concern was raised about having “climate” in the title. My first response was defiance. However, after thinking it through, the report was not
actually about climate change. The focus was really about the need to be
aware of the trends we are seeing on the Great Lakes coastline such as water
levels, rainfall intensity, ice cover and how to effectively adapt to those trends.
While the content was not changed, the title became “Managing Coastal Hazard Risks on Wisconsin’s Dynamic
Great Lake Shoreline,” which is less polarizing yet just as effective. That night one of the graduate students posted
the tweet at left. Rarely do I get feedback so quickly. While she did not get the spelling of my last name correct
(which is not uncommon), she did capture the key points and I appreciate that she added a bit more hair.
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ASFPM Member News…
We learned May 23 that that we lost a giant in the coastal sciences world. Margaret Davidson,
J.D., acting director of the NOAA Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management and senior
advisor for Coastal Inundation and Resilience Science and Services, lost her battle with cancer.
Last October the ASFPM Foundation bestowed its first “Shaping our Future Award” to Davidson. This award is for individuals who have been visionary in how we change and strive to
address the flood-related issues throughout our nation. NOAA’s Maria Honeycutt accepted the
award for Davidson, saying Davidson deserved the award for getting science in the hands of
practitioners, including floodplain managers and risk assessment professionals. She cited Davidson’s contributions as her “role of an agitator, role of an innovator, and role of communicator of the art of the
possible.” After ASFPM posted the news about Davidson’s passing on our social media sites, many left their heartfelt messages, such as,
“Wow! What a loss! Such a passionate person in her field. Rest in Peace.”
“The coastal community has lost a zealous friend today.”
“This is a painful loss.”
“Deeply saddened by this news. RIP Margaret.”
“A beautiful person in every sense, and a champion for the coast. Rest In peace Margaret.”
“Very sad to hear of passing of an old friend and frequent co-conspirator. She will have a lasting impact on all
things coastal.”
“An inspirational and fearless voice of the disaster safety movement. Thank you for making us all safer.”
“A sad day for civil society. She was a fierce advocate inside government. We need more with her courage and
conviction.”
Deeply saddened, yet rejoice at all of the pieces of herself she left us with. Anyone who knew Margaret was
touched by her! Rest well friend.”
“Sad day. Remember in the future when challenged for big ideas or challenging conventional wisdom
#WhatWouldMargaretDo is the highest tribute.”

Roxanne Gray receives 2017 Virginia Hart Special Recognition Award
Roxanne Gray, mitigation section supervisor for the Division of Wisconsin
Emergency Management, was selected as the the 2017 Virginia Hart Special Recognition Award winner. The annual award honors Virginia Hart,
Wisconsin’s first female cabinet member. “Every year, we honor Virginia
Hart, our state’s first female cabinet member, by recognizing a woman in
state government who has gone above and beyond when it comes to
serving the citizens of Wisconsin,” Gov. Scott Walker said. “Today, I’m
proud to announce Roxanne Gray is the winner of the … award for her
passionate service to our state through her role at Wisconsin Emergency
Management.” Gray worked through more than 35 major events, including 28 federal disaster declarations. She quickly earned the respect of local government officials she served, as they knew she would do her best
to obtain the maximum possible amount of assistance for them.
ASFPM’s Senior Policy Advisor Larry LarCongratulations Roxanne!
son (right) attending the May 19 award
ceremony at the State Capitol in Madison, Wisconsin.
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New NFIP Bills Introduced that could affect ASFPM
Written by ASFPM Executive Director Chad Berginnis and ASFPM Senior Policy Advisor Larry Larson
Well, it’s whackamoo season (synonymous with NFIP reform time) and that means pretty much any idea a member of Congress has to reform the NFIP could end up in a bill. It would not be surprising if we see 10 more bills between now and midsummer. We are responding to numerous congressional offices to help them understand how
language may or may not work in real practice. Why does Congress do this? To put out positions in hopes that the
main reform bills drafted by the authorizing committees include these ideas. So the big focus will be bills that
come out of the authorizing committees, which has not yet occurred.
The NFIP Reauthorization deadline—Sept. 30—is fast approaching. We could see a short two to three month NFIP
extension because Congress will have to do something on FY18 budget in same timeframe. If they extend, let’s
hope they do so in summer or very early September so the real estate market doesn’t panic.
Below are the bills we are aware of so far. Many need to be whacked, but there is some good stuff. We have been
getting nearly daily outreach from the Hill on different ideas. It is great that many members of Congress see
ASFPM as a resource to consult with! Of course that doesn’t mean the resulting language will be to our liking, but
it is great that we are being consulted. Everyone should feel free to send us comments.
Sen. Jack Reed (Rhode Island) draft bill on NFIP state mitigation revolving fund. ASFPM supports general concept,
but need to review details. We have been working with Reed’s staffers on details. They would like statement of
support from us and in general, many provisions we will likely support, but waiting to review bill language.
Cassidy-Gillibrand Bill draft in Senate. This is in concept form, and we will look at bill language once it is introduced to determine which provisions to support, but it seems to have many good ideas. We have been working
with staffers on improving the discussion draft and are pleased it contains over a half dozen ASFPM positions!
HR 1401—Repeals law prohibiting subsidized rates. We can’t tell if it is just grandfathering or all rates? ASFPM has
long supported a gradual transition to actuarial rates, but also strongly supports affordability measures for those
who cannot afford higher premiums.
HR1422—Pushes the private flood door open further; we oppose it as unnecessary since private already expanding. ASFPM is supportive of continuous coverage provisions as long as a private policy is minimally equivalent to a
NFIP policy.
HR1423—Bill on NFIP 10-year reauthorization focused on disclosure and transparency aimed at claims problems
in Sandy. Requires FEMA to train engineers on claims adjustment, national database of all people and companies
selling/servicing flood insurance, penalties for fraud in claims, requires GAO to do report of impact of global
warming on NFIP, and one on fees paid to WYO and agents. Overall, classic micromanagement of program by Congress, but a few good things too.
HR 1558—Royce-Blumenauer bill to require communities to track rep loss structures and develop plan to mitigate. ASFPM basically supports.
HR 1929—Increase ICC to $60,000 from $30,000 and will not count toward cap on base policy. ASFPM supports
concept of ICC increase and cap issue.
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HR 2170—Bill on agricultural structures with multiple items.
-FEMA cannot enforce against any community in NFIP if they have an ordinance allowing variances for ag structures if community thinks meeting regulations not practicable or not located in floodway or high velocity area or
not riverward of levee.
-Existing structure SD can be waived if in floodway, but not increase flood level.
-Variances can be applied to one family residential if only one on property and premium rates same as if dry
floodproofed.
-If behind levee without 1% flood protection, establish AL zone and rate premium counting the reduction in flooding provided by whatever the levee can provide.
-Establishes six-year pilot program where direct servicing agent can sell flood insurance for group of ag non-residential buildings and report to Congress if it works after the six years. ASFPM opposes this.
HR2246—Bill to repeal the mandatory flood insurance coverage requirement for commercial properties located in
flood hazard areas.
-Also tells FEMA to annually cede part of NFIP insurance portfolio to private capital and reinsurance markets.
-Requires TMAC to develop standards for states and locals to produce flood maps, which FEMA shall accept.
ASFPM opposes.
S 1058—Provides for FEMA to kick WYO or consultant out of program if they do something detrimental to NFIP.
ASFPM may not comment on this one.
HR 2548—House Transportation and Infrastructure. Reauthorizes FEMA through 2020 and states FEMA is responsible for nation’s efforts to reduce loss of life and property from earthquakes, tsunamis or combined event.
Note the bill requests comprehensive study of nation’s disaster costs and trends and recommend how to reduce
disaster costs. Could be helpful if done right, but they ask the FEMA NAB to oversee it, which makes little sense.
Should be National Academies, but by telling FEMA to do it in-house it does not score as costing money. ASFPM
may support reauthorization and actually doing a study.
The bills below were just released May 25. We will let you know our thoughts once we’ve reviewed them.
Affordability and Consumer Costs
Discussion Draft and Summary
Private Market Development And Consumer Choice
Discussion Draft and Summary
Reform the Flood Mapping Process
Discussion Draft and Summary
Enhance the NFIP’s Mitigation Process
Discussion Draft and Summary
Strengthen Taxpayer Protections
Discussion Draft and Summary
Implement NFIP Claims Processing Reforms
Discussion Draft and Summary
If you have comments on these bills, please share them with Larry Larson at larry@floods.org.
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CFM® Corner—Where your Career & Practice Meet
~Written by Ingrid Wadsworth~

If you’d like more than facts, please send your questions by email to ASFPM Certification Coordinator Anita Larson at cfm@floods.org.

What batch are you in?
Depending on when you were certified, you may be in the summer or fall batch every other year. ASFPM CFMs up
for their biennial CFM® certification renewal July 31, 2017 should have received a letter by U.S. mail. If you have
not, please contact cfm@floods.org so your CFM does not expire (because you don’t want to take the exam over
again, trust me).
Don’t get snagged up by your CECs.
Renewals get snagged up mostly because of missing CECs. We’re trying to make this easy. 16 CECs over YOUR
CFM renewal period, so if your CFM expiration date is July 31, then the CECs must be earned between July 31-July
31 of the two year cycle and not on the calendar year. Check your portal to see where you are at before calling or
emailing. We’d be happy to help if we can. And check here to pick up any quickie training needs.
Did you go to Kansas City?
If so, we’ve got you! ASFPM automatically enters the CECs for you after the conference, no need for a paper certificate. That’s 12 right there for a full registration!
Interested in professional development for flood risk professionals? Do you have ideas that could help enhance
and strengthen the floodplain management profession? Get involved by joining ASFPM’s Professional Development Committee (PDC). The mission of the PDC is to provide vision, leadership and direction to ASFPM members
regarding issues affecting the floodplain management profession. The PDC strives to maintain a high standard of
integrity, ethical behavior and practices, professional conduct and skill for all floodplain managers and encourages
certification via the ASFPM Certified Floodplain Manager program. The committee strives to expand and promote
the professional status and legal responsibility of the CFM and will review and monitor professional education opportunities for floodplain managers. The PDC also provides a liaison to the Certification Board or Regents to support the CFM program. In this capacity, the liaison communicates and provides alignment of common activities
between CBOR and PDC regarding issues affecting the floodplain management profession.
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Deputy Director Report – Ingrid D. Wadsworth
“(S)he who sees things grow from the beginning will have the best view of them.” ~Aristotle
Living in Wisconsin, the seasons are obvious. Every day I inch the windows up a little more, start creeping the lawn
furniture to the yard, and put my snowbrushes and boots on the shelves of the garage. I check constantly for
those first signs of life. First the snow crocuses, then daffodils and then crabapples trees. The spring peepers are
next and who could imagine a 1-inch amphibian making such a racket. Then come the robins and whippoorwills,
and once the robins and the Baltimore orioles arrive, I know summer is here.
Here in the executive office, our springtime was even more
special with the arrival of two new floodplain managers,
Madeline Grace Berginnis (born May 11) and Charlotte Rose
Messina (our librarian Melissa’s baby, born April 13). Babies
are a constant reminder, like spring, that life continues on
and there is always a chance to get it right the next day. New
parents remind you that the only constant with kids is that
there is no constant. Just when you thought you got it right,
things change. And that is not unlike our world lately too. But,
just like a parent’s job is to be unwavering support to the
kids, so it is that we here at ASFPM believe our job is to provide unwavering support to our members.
One of our best supports is gathering annually to talk shop, learn new things and share laughs and stories at our
annual conference. This year in Kansas City, we also brought the floods with us again, with many of the Missouri
team needing to leave early to provide service to their communities. We are gathering the plenary and concurrent
session PowerPoints, which you can view here. Video recordings of the plenaries and luncheons will be posted
soon on our YouTube channel. Mark your calendars for Phoenix next June! We promise to make it the best conference you’ll attend all year.
A big shout out to the many new faces in leadership this year. We have noticed a change in demographics this
year with many Gen Xers and millennials joining our leadership ranks, and we welcome the new enthusiasm and
fresh ideas. If you have an interest in leadership for your career, being in the inside track on policy, working on an
issue that has been bugging you, or looking to brush up skills for yourself or your resume, we are interested in
having you. Just shoot me a quick email at ingrid@floods.org and I will get you connected.
Believe that what you do, every day, makes a difference. Because, believe me, it does.

ASFPM Mission: The mission of ASFPM is to promote education, policies and activities that mitigate current and future losses, costs and human suffering caused by flooding, and to protect the natural and
beneficial functions of floodplains - all without causing adverse impacts.

Best,
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What’s happening around the world?
A collection of the most viewed stories on our Facebook page

New Jersey—Within 80 years, at least 20 N.J. communities could be underwater, and many others could be almost completely surrounded by the seas. Read “Sea Level Rise Could Plunjge 20 N.J.
Towns Underwater.”
New Jersey’s $300 million fund to get coastal homeowners to relocate inland isn’t working.
Read, “The Jersey Shore would Rather Fight Flooding with Walls than Retreat” from Bloomberg.

The Nation—ASFPM has urged our membership to contact Congress and explain why they
need to protect funding for the National Flood Mapping Program and Pre-Disaster Mitigation
grants. Now we have another tool you can use: http://www.floods.org/n-news-hottopics/article.asp?id=501
"It irritates her that so many people who supported President Trump in her region now say
they want FEMA money for floodplain buyouts and other disasters linked to climate
change. 'If they want to get FEMA funds, they should vote for a president who's going to
fund FEMA,' she said." Read, “Trump country is flooding and climate ideas are shifting.”

North Carolina—North Carolina requested $929 million from the federal government to
help with costs associated with Hurricane Matthew, but will receive only $6.1 million from the
Trump administration. Read the story from WAVY.com here.

The World—Artist Lorenzo Quinn just finished the installation of a monumental sculpture for the 2017 Venice
Biennale. Titled Support, the piece depicts a pair of gigantic hands rising from the water to
support the sides of the Ca’ Sagredo Hotel, a visual statement of the impact of climate
change and rising sea levels on the historic city. Read the full story here.
We all know that the best way to battle future floods is to stop building in the floodplain.
But how do we convince government leaders and developers? Seriously, any suggestions?
Read the full story from CBC out of Canada.
There is currently a push to have Canada governments take this latest flood event as a teachable
moment and implement aggressive measures to prevent a recurrence. Read “Flood, risk avoidance and mandatory buyouts.”
Enter a new idea that could transform not only the global economy, but how disasters
affect us: a resilience bond. “Resilience bonds are, in my view, the next exciting and innovative frontier in infrastructure and resilience finance,” says Samantha Medlock, former senior advisor to the Obama White House on resilience and now senior vice
president at Willis Towers Watson. Read the BBC piece here.
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News You Can Use
The New 2017 NFIP CRS Coordinator’s Manual is now Available
The manual is available for download at www.CRSresources.org/manual, and will be
implemented by FEMA immediately. Changes will not take effect for any community
until that community’s next cycle verification visit. Changes from previous editions
will be marked with vertical bars in the margins of the pages of the 2017 Coordinator’s Manual. Most changes are clarification and improvements. The changes have
been presented in issues of NFIP/CRS Update newsletters, beginning with the September/October 2016 issue. Back issues are available at www.fema.gov/nationalflood-insurance-program-community-rating-system. The CRS webinars series for 2017
will include training courses on the new items in the manual and other topics to assist
communities. Visit www.CRSresources.org/training to see webinar dates and to register. If you have questions regarding the 2017 CRS Coordinator’s Manual, or trouble
downloading the file, please contact your ISO/CRS specialist.

Free Online Course: Flood Provisions of the International Residential Code
FEMA Building Science in partnership with the International Code Council launched the new online course “Flood
Provisions of the International Residential Code” in celebration of Building Safety Month. For a limited time, this
course will be available free of charge. The goal is to educate floodplain management and building officials, design
professionals and builders about how the building code provisions satisfy the NFIP requirements for buildings, coordinating building codes and local floodplain management ordinances, and the distinctions between the International Codes and the NFIP floodplain management requirements. The course can be accessed at the links below:
 Part 1: http://media.iccsafe.org/catalog/Flood-Provisions-IRC-Pt1/presentation.html
 Part 2: http://media.iccsafe.org/catalog/Flood-Provisions-IRC-Pt2/presentation.html
Access FEMA’s free building code resources for all hazards at https://www.fema.gov/building-code-resources.

Mutual Aid Gets a Boost through New National Incident Management System Products
FEMA is committed to improving the nation’s ability to manage all threats and hazards. As such, FEMA’s National
Integration Center released a suite of draft National Incident Management System Resource Management guidance documents that enhance the interoperability and effectiveness of mutual aid between jurisdictions and
agencies. FEMA is holding a national engagement period to solicit feedback. Read more here.

Disaster Preparedness at your Fingertips

Just a friendly reminder of FEMA’s awesome app. You can receive alerts from the National
Weather Service for up to five locations; get safety reminders, read tips to survive natural disasters and customize your emergency checklist; locate open shelters and where to talk to FEMA in
person (or on the phone); and upload and share your disaster photos to help first responders.
The Disaster Information Management Research Center also put together a suite of other helpful apps such as “Responder Support and Safety” and “Family Reunification.”
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Washington Legislative Report
Meredith R. Inderfurth,
ASFPM Washington Liaison
Incredibly Important Times for Floodplain Management
Just in the week of May 22, a draft House committee bill to reauthorize the National Flood Insurance Program was released and
the president’s full budget request for Fiscal Year 2018 was released, eliminating appropriated funds for flood risk mapping and Pre-Disaster Mitigation grant program. Although legislative ideas and the early “skinny budget” blueprint had been percolating for the past couple of
months, the pace and seriousness of movement has picked up dramatically.
As soon as the formal budget request was released May 23, Appropriations subcommittees in the House and Senate started holding hearings on the proposed budgets for departments and agencies. Appropriations leaders have
expressed hopes to move forward on the 12 individual appropriations bills, but time is short. With July 4 oneweek recess and a month-long August recess before the end of the fiscal year Sept. 30, there is not a lot of time
for the subcommittees to draft bills and hold mark-up sessions, full committees to also mark-up bills, House and
Senate floor consideration and resolution of differences between House and Senate. In the House, there is even
some initial talk of just starting with an omnibus appropriations bill rather than planning to deal with each separately.
Action before Sept. 30 is also needed for the NFIP since its current five-year authorization expires on that date.
There are now a number of bills or draft bills dealing in some fashion with reauthorization either circulating on
Capitol Hill or being developed. Two are comprehensive draft bills, while others deal with aspects of the NFIP and
could be folded into a comprehensive reauthorization bill. The two most comprehensive bills so far are the draft
issued by the House Financial Services Committee on May 23 and a draft bill developed by Senators Cassidy (R-LA)
and Gillibrand (D-NY). Senator Menendez (D-NJ) is in the final stages of drafting a comprehensive bill. Reps. Ross
(R-FL) and Castor (D-FL) have introduced a bill to promote the development of a private market for flood insurance. Rep. Crist (D-FL) introduced a bill to increase availability of funds under Increased Cost of Compliance coverage. Sen. Reed (D-RI) is developing a bill focused on funding ideas to support mitigation activities. Rep. Velasquez
(D-NY) introduced a bill to make adjustments to claims processes. Rep. Royce (R-CA) introduced a bill to more fully
mitigate repeat loss properties. The Ranking Minority Member of the House Financial Services Committee, Rep.
Waters (D-CA), is reportedly developing recommended bill language as well. Links for most of these bills are featured in the article on page 23 of this “Insider.”
The timing for action on any of these bills is not clear at this time. The House Financial Services Committee will
likely take some action on its draft bill and related bills sometime in June or July at the latest. The Senate Banking
Committee could wait until there is action on a House bill or could develop its own bill.
Additional Information on the NFIP bills.
The bills that have been introduced so far are:
H.R. 1422 Reps. Dennis Ross (R-FL) and Kathy Castor (D-FL)
S. 563 Senators Dean Heller (R-NVs) and Jon Tester (D-MT)
Flood Insurance Market Parity and Modernization Act
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H.R. 1929 Rep. Charlie Crist (D-FL)
Empowering Homeowners to Mitigate Flood Damage Act
H.R. 2565 Rep. Blaine Luetkemeyer (R-MO)
To require use of replacement cost value in determining premium rates under NFIP
S. 1058 Senator John Kennedy (R-LA)
NFIP Consultant Accountability Act
H.R. 1423 Rep. Nydia Velazquez (D-NY)
NFIP Reauthorization and Improvement Act
H.R. 1401 Rep. Carlos Curbelo (R-FL)
Flood Insurance Fairness Act
H.R. 879 Rep. Gus Bilirakis (R-FL)
Flood Insurance Integrity Act
H.R. 1558 Reps. Edward Royce (R-CA) and Earl Blumenauer (D-OR)
Repeatedly Flooded Communities Preparation Act
H.R. 2170 Rep. Doug LaMalfa (R-CA)
Flood and Agriculture Risk Management Cost Reduction Act
The other bills mentioned are discussion drafts and do not yet have bill numbers.
Links to the House Financial Services 6 bill package are here.
A link to the Section Summary of the Cassidy-Gillibrand bill is here.
If you have reactions, comments or recommendations on aspects of any of this flood insurance related legislation,
please be in touch with either Chad Berginnis (cberginnis@floods.org) or Larry Larson (larry@floods.org). They
would welcome your thoughts.
Appropriations
The House and Senate Homeland Security Appropriations subcommittees held their hearings on May 24 and 25
respectively with DHS Secretary Kelly. The House Energy and Water Subcommittee held its hearing on the Army
Corps of Engineers budget May 24 with Acting Assistant Secretary for Civil Works Doug Lamont and Chief of Engineers General Semonite.
Appropriations subcommittee action is very likely later in June or in July on many of the individual appropriations
bills. ASFPM leadership suggests that ASFPM Chapters or individual members may wish to send emails to their
senators and representatives with either concerns about or support for budget request items. One of the key issues members always tell ASFPM about is the lack of good flood maps. This is your opportunity to explain how
cuts in flood mapping funds will adversely impact your community and state. David Conrad, ASFPM policy consultant (david@floods.org) or (202) 365-0565, is available to assist with getting email addresses for staff or with
substance of communications.
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Homeland Security – FEMA
Mapping - The budget proposes to eliminate all appropriated funds for flood risk mapping. It suggests a new surcharge on NFIP policies calibrated to amount of coverage to produce revenue for mapping up to $50 million annually. About $130 million is already predicted to be generated from the existing Flood Policy Fee. This change is
based on the erroneous idea that flood risk maps do not benefit all taxpayers, but only flood insurance policyholders. ASFPM will submit Outside Witness Testimony strongly objecting to this change, and instead urge appropriations at the full authorized level of $400 million. Appropriated funds for FY17 were $178 million and for FY16,
$190 million.
Pre-Disaster Mitigation – The budget request eliminates all funding for PDM. It notes a small amount of carryover
funds. Funding for the past two fiscal years has been at $100 million.
Flood Mitigation Assistance – The budget proposed to continue funding FMA at $175 million, the same level as
the past several years. These funds are not “new money,” but come from NFIP premium income.
Energy & Water – Army Corps of Engineers
Flood Control and Coastal Emergencies (FCCE) – The budget requests $35 million, which is an increase from $28
million in FY17 and FY16.
Investigations – This large account includes funding for the National Flood Risk Management Program (NFRMP),
Planning Assistance to States (PAS) and Flood Plain Management Services (FPMS).
The overall account request is $86 million, a substantial reduction from $121 million in FY17 and FY16. The request for PAS is $5 million, down from $6 million in FY17. For FPMS, the request is for $15 million, down from $16
million in FY17. The budget requests $5 million for NFRMP, the same level as FY17.
Aquatic Ecosystems Restoration – The budget requests $13 million, down from $17 million in FY17 and $18 million
in FY16.
The budget requests $10 million for the National Levee Inventory. It appears that there is no money requested for
the Water Resources Priorities Study.
Commerce – Justice – Science (EDA, NIST, NOAA)
Economic Development Administration (EDA) – The budget proposes eliminating EDA and proposes $30 million
for close-out operations. EDA was funded at $252 million in FY17.
NIST – The proposed budget is $600 million, down from $695 million in FY17.
NOAA – National Ocean Service (NOS) – The proposed budget is $385 million, down from $499 million in FY17.
The proposed budget for National Marine Fishers Service (NMFS) is $821 million down from $848 million in FY17.
For the National Weather Service, the proposal is for $937 million, down from $987 million in FY17. For Oceanic
and Atmospheric Research, the proposed budget is $324 million, down from $461 million in FY17.
Interior and Environment - US Geological Survey
At a May 25 budget briefing, USGS Acting Director Bill Werkhiser said that fact sheets for specific mission areas
would be online soon. Overall, the proposed budget for FY18 is a 15% reduction from FY17.
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The Core Science Mission proposed budget is $93 million, an $18 million reduction from FY17. The mission will try
to maintain its focus on topographic mapping but does suffer a reduction for 3DEP mapping of $7.5 million from
FY17. This means a reduction of $5 million for LiDAR acquisition and $2.5 million for IFSAR in Alaska, which will
“defer the realization of national coverage” from 2023 to 2033. There is a $5 million reduction for geospatial research and a $3 million reduction for USGS libraries will mean closing some locations and eliminating public physical access.
The Water Mission includes monitoring, assessment and research. The mission is committed to protecting the
funds for monitoring (including stream gages), so the proposed $37 million in cuts will be divided to take about
2/3 from assessments and 1/3 from research.
Environmental Protection Agency
The budget proposes to cut the EPA budget by 30% and eliminate 3,800 jobs. The request is for $5.7 billion in
FY18, down from $8 billion in FY17. It would eliminate the Section 319 program as well as the programs for the
Chesapeake Bay and Great Lakes. The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance would be cut by about
24%. Geographic programs as well as Energy Star and voluntary climate programs are eliminated as well. Democrats on the Appropriations Committee released a report stating that EPA grants to state environmental agencies
would be cut by 44% and would affect every state.
Agriculture – USDA
Overall the budget proposes reducing the Department of Agriculture by 20.5%. This includes an $83 million reduction to the Natural Resources Conservation Service, which operates most conservation programs. The budget proposes elimination of the Regional Conservation Partnership Program (RCPP) and the elimination of enrollment of
new acres in the Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP). There are proposed increases to EQIP and ACEP and
the budget suggests some of the conservation activities funded by RCPP and CSP could be supported through
EQIP or ACEP. Within the Rural Development office, there is a proposed cut of $5.7 billion to conservation programs over a 10 year period.
Other Legislative News
Digital Coast Act – S. 110
This bill to codify the Digital Coast program at NOAA passed the Senate under Unanimous Consent May 25. The
Committee Report accompanying the bill is S. Rept. 115-114. ASFPM is a member of the Digital Coast Partnership
and strongly supported the bill, which was introduced by Sen. Tammy Baldwin (D-WI).
A comparable of identical bill is expected to be introduced in the House soon by Reps. Don Young (R-AK) and
Dutch Ruppersberger (D-MD).
FEMA Reauthorization Act – H.R. 2548
The bill reauthorizes FEMA for the first time since the agency was created in 1979. It also requires a comprehensive study to assess disaster costs for the nation and to make recommendations for reducing those costs. The bill
was reported favorably out of the House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure May 24. The next step
is consideration on the House floor, which has not yet been scheduled. The FEMA reauthorization bill would exempt the NFIP and FEMA disaster programs from the Endangered Species Act. This is extremely problematic.
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Hearings
May 18
The Water Resources Subcommittee of the House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure held a hearing
to examine the role of integrated planning for America’s water infrastructure.
May 9
The Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works held a hearing to examine public and private sector
roles in water infrastructure. Army Corps Chief of Engineers, General Semonite, testified along with others.

The legislation discussed in this article can be reviewed by going to www.Congress.gov and typing in the
bill number or title.
This report appears regularly as a member benefit in “The Insider,” ASFPM’s member newsletter produced in the odd
months. See ASFPM’s Goals and Objectives for FY17 here.
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ASFPM Editorial Guidelines: ASFPM accepts and welcomes articles from our members and partners. “The Insider” and “News & Views” have a style format, and if necessary, we reserve the right to
edit submitted articles for space, grammar, punctuation, spelling, potential libel and clarity. If we make
substantive changes, we will email the article back to you for your approval before using. We encourage
you to include art with your article in the form of photos, illustrations, charts and graphs. Please include
a description of the art, along with the full name of who created the art. If the art is not yours originally,
you must include expressed, written consent granting ASFPM permission to use the art in our publications.
Copyright© Association of State Floodplain Managers, Inc.
Information and opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the ASFPM Board of
Directors. Reproduction, with credit, permitted for individual ASFPM-authored articles. Please contact
Michele Mihalovich at editor@floods.org.
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